
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEX 1: TRANSPARÈNCIES 
UNITAT DIDÀCTICA 



Òscar Pellus Ruiz

1

What is a robot?

� “A robot is an electro-
mechanical machine which can mechanical machine which can 
perform tasks on its own, or 
with guidance. It is guided by 
computer and electronic 
programming.

2

The word ‘robot’
� It comes from the Czech word robota. 
� It means compulsory labour or work. 
� It was first used by Karel Capek in his science 
fiction play Rossum’S Universal robots in 1921. fiction play Rossum’S Universal robots in 1921. 

3

The play begins in a 
factory that makes 

artificial people 
called robots.

What is robotics?
� “It’s the branch of technology that 
deals with 

� design
construction � construction 

� operation
� structural disposition
� manufacture
� application 

of robots.”
4



Robot and robotics

� The word robot and 
also robotics were 
brought into popular brought into popular 
use by the famous 
science fiction writer 
Isaac Asimov.

5

Modern robots
�Robots can be classified by:

�Mobile robots�Mobile robots
� Telerobots
� Service robots
� Androids
� Industrial robots
� Swarm robots

6

Mobile robots
� They can move around in 
their environment and are 
not fixed to one physical 
location.
They are found in � They are found in 
� Industry 
� Military and security 
environments

� Entertainment 
� To perform certain tasks like 
vacuum cleaning…

7

Mobile robots (2)
� They have difficulty
responding to unexpected
interference. 

� However, domestic 
robots for cleaning and 
maintenance are 
increasingly common in and 
around homes in developed 
countries.

8



Mobile robots (3)

� An example is an AGV
(Automatic Guided Vehicle). 
It’s a mobile robot that It’s a mobile robot that 
follows markers or wires in 
the floor, or uses vision or 
lasers. 

9

Telerobots (1)
� Teleoperated robots or 
telerobots are used in 
places which are 
dangerous, far away or dangerous, far away or 
inaccessible.

� A telerobot is controlled 
from a distance by a human 
operator.

10

Telerobots (2)

�Telerobots can be used in 
different situations like:different situations like:
� Healthcare (surgery)
� Disabling a bomb
� Militar (exploring, combat, …)
� Mining
� …

11

Telerobots (3)
� Two successful telerobots have been Spirit and 
Opportunity. They were sended to Mars to explore. This 
type of robots are called rovers.

12



Service robots 
� Essentially, this category 
comprises of any robot that 
is used outside an industrial 
facility.facility.

� They are used for professional 
jobs and personal use. 

� Personal use robots are 
becoming more and more 
popular because of Artificial 
Intelligence.

13

Androids
� An android is a robot or synthetic
organism designed to look and act 
like a human.

14

� Until recently, androids 
have largely remained 
within the domain of 
science fiction, frequently 
seen in film and television.

Swarm robots
� Swarm robotics consist of 
large numbers of mostly 
simple physical robots. 

� It is supposed that a � It is supposed that a 
desired collective behavior 
emerges from the 
interactions between the 
robots and interaction with 
the environment.

15

Swarm robots (2)
� It’s inspired by the 
emergent behavior 
observed in social insects, 
called swarm intelligence.called swarm intelligence.

� Swarm robots are simple
and cheap robots with 
limited sensing and 
computational capabilities.

16



Industrial robot
� It’s an automatically 
controlled, reprogrammable,
multipurpose. It’s used in 
industrial environmentsindustrial environments

� Typical operations:
� Welding
� Painting
� Assembly
� Pick and place
� Pakaging
� Product inspection and testing

17

Ind. Robots: Articulated robots

� Robot with rotary joints. 
The joins are powered by a 
variety of means, including variety of means, including 
electric motors.

� They can perform several 
operations through several 
axes (degrees of freedom).

18

Ind. Robots: SCARA robots

� They can’t move (or 
just do simple 
movements)  up and movements)  up and 
down (z-axis), but they 
have can move and 
perform operations 
easily though the x-y 
axes.

19

Ind. Robots: SCARA robots (2)

� Mass-produced printed 
circuit boards (PCBs) 
are almost exclusively are almost exclusively 
manufactured by pick-
and-place robots, 
typically with 
SCARA manipulators. 

20



Ind. Robots: Cartesian coord. robots

� They only move in right 
angles (x-y-z axes).  The 
movements are very movements are very 
simplified. Its working 
envelope is rectangular.

21

Ind. Robots: robotic arm
� Most robots fall into category 
of robotic arm, which is a 
robotic manipulator, usually 
programmable, with similar 
functions to a human arm. 
programmable, with similar 
functions to a human arm. 

� There are two types of 
movements: rotational motion 
(such as in an articulated 
robot) and translational 
(linear) displacement

22

Ind. Robots: robotic arm

� The end of the arm can be 
designed to perform any 
desired task such as desired task such as 
welding, gripping,  etc. 
depending on the application. 
Example: Robots arms in 
automotive assembly lines.

23

Ind. Robots: Behavior
� Repetitive actions

� Some robots are programmed to carry out specific 
actions again and again very accurately.

� Diverse actions depending on the context� Diverse actions depending on the context
� Other robots can do diverse operations depending 
on the context. 

� They can have machine vision and/or Artificial 
Intelligence (which is becoming an increasingly 
important factor in the modern industrial robot). 

24



Ind. Robots: Defining parameters
� Number of axes – two axes (x-y) are required to 
reach any point in a plane; three axes are required 
to reach any point in space (x-y-z)

� Degrees of freedom which is usually the same as � Degrees of freedom which is usually the same as 
the number of axes.

� Working envelope – the region of space a robot 
can reach.

� Carrying capacity– how much weight a robot can 
lift.

25

Ind. Robots: Defining parameters
� Speed – how fast the robot can position the end 
of its arm

� Acceleration - how quickly an axis can accelerate..
� Accuracy – how closely a robot can reach a � Accuracy – how closely a robot can reach a 
commanded position. Accuracy can be improved 
with external sensing for example a vision system 
or Infra-Red. 

� Repeatability - how well the robot will return to a 
programmed position

26

Robot anatomy
Robot Human body

� The frame
� Actuators

� Human skeleton
� Musculature� Actuators

� Drive train
� Power system
� Sensors
� Controlers
� Manipulators
� Communication

� Musculature
� Legs and feet
� Gastro-intestinal system
� Five senses
� Brain
� Hands and fingers
� Speech

27

The frame
� Robot builders are constantly 
trying out new materials. 
Strength is always important, 
but the stronger the building but the stronger the building 
materials, the more the 
robot weighs, and this is not 
good for mobile robots 
Different materials are used 
like titanium, aluminum, steel, 
plastic etc. 

28



Actuators
� The skeleton is covered by musculature, a system 
that transmits the movement. On a robot, such 
systems are called actuators (from actuate, to 
put into action). They are the:put into action). They are the:
� Motors
� Gears
� Hydraulic or pneumatic dc cylinders
� Other active components that work to put your 
robot into motion

29

Actuators: DC motors
� They use direct current to 
power the motor. 

� They spin too quickly, so 
gears are used to convert the 
high-speed, low-torque
gears are used to convert the 
high-speed, low-torque
output from a DC motor to 
the slow and strong motion
you need to move arms, legs 
and other robot body parts.

� The speed is proportional to 
the voltage applied.

30

Actuators: Servo motors

� It’s an ingenious little 
machine which consists of a:
� DC motor, � DC motor, 
� Gearbox
� Motor controller  inside a 
rectangular plastic housing. 
Therefore, the problem of 
gear reduction is solved

31

Actuators: Stepper motors

� Electromechanical device 
which converts electrical 
pulses into discretepulses into discrete
mechanical movements. 

� The speed of the motor is 
directly related to the 
frequency of the input pulses.

32



Actuators: Hydraulic cylinders
� It takes the form of a cylinder that has a piston in 
it. The piston moves and delivers power when a 
pressured liquid is pumped into a chamber within 
the cylinder.the cylinder.

� They are very used in in industrial environments 
because they can deliver an impressive amount of 
power.

33

Actuators: Pneumatic cylinders

� Pneumatics does with air what hydraulics does with 
liquid.  The techniques  are very similar between 
the two systems. the two systems. 

� One big advantage of pneumatics is liquids which 
can ruin the rest of the robot are not used, only 
air.

� The disadvantages are noise and it’s very difficult 
to get consistently smooth movement.

34

Locomotion: Wheels

� They are easy to put 
into service and 
extremely reliable, but extremely reliable, but 
robots can’t climb over 
significant obstacles, 
or climb stairs

35

Locomotion: tank tracks
� Two sets of wheels with rubber
(or metal) are connected on 
each side of the vehicle. 

� It has a lot of traction. Tanks � It has a lot of traction. Tanks 
can climb up and down where 
robots with wheels can’t.

� The major disadvantage is the 
mechanical complexity of 
building it. It also needs more 
power supply.

36



Locomotion: legs

� They are very versatile (for 
example they can go up and 
down stairs)  but difficult to down stairs)  but difficult to 
build. 

37

Power systems
� Batteries

� They create an electrical current that can be sent 
though wires to power actuactors, sensors, and 
controlers.

� There are different types (alkalime, nickel cadmium, � There are different types (alkalime, nickel cadmium, 
lithium ion, lead acid, …)

� Pressure systems
� Although battery power is extremely common in robots, 
it’s not the only source. If you have robotic arm for 
example, you’ll need a lot of energy to move it. It can be 
get from liquid and compressed air (using valves, 
plumbing parts, …)

38

Power systems (2)
� Solar cells

� For true robot autonomy, nothing beats the big 
bright rays of the sun. 

� Solar-powered robots use photovoltaic cells to � Solar-powered robots use photovoltaic cells to 
convert the sun’s radiation into electrical power. 

� The disadvantage is that it’s very inefficient. 
Batteries for storaging electricity and solar cells 
for producing it can be used together.

39

Sensors
� A sensor is any device on a robot that receives
input(information) from the outside. 

� There are different types like:� There are different types like:
� Pressure sensors
� Light sensors
� Sound sensors
� Vision systems
� Heat sensors
� Gas sensors

40



Sensors (2)
� Pressure sensors: 

� It’s basically a switch that, when turned on or off, 
sends a signal to the control circuitry to do 
something (for example turning to a direction when something (for example turning to a direction when 
a robot come across with an obstacle). 

� More complex pressure sensors can measure the 
force detected (example: grabbing a glass).

� Light sensors: 
� Special photosensitive components can detect light 
� They can be used in line-following navigation. 

41

Sensors (3)
� Sound sensors

� The most common type makes use of sonar technology. 
� Sonar sensors basically use the speed of sound to 
measure distance and use that information for measure distance and use that information for 
navigation.

� Vision systems: 
� Cameras are most commonly used on robots that are 
teleoperated . 

� Getting a robot vision system to analyze its video input 
(moving, realtime, unpredictable input) and make sense 
of it is still a huge challenge. 

42

Sensors (4)
� Heat Sensors

� Security robots and others designed to detect fire 
have infrared pyroeletric sensors. These sensors 
detect a combination of heat and movement like detect a combination of heat and movement like 
flames.

� Gas sensors
� Robots can have  “electric noses” that can sense a 
variety of toxic gases.

43

Sensors: Examples

44



Controlers
� All robots have brains of some sort. The most 
used “brain” to control a robot is a microcontroler
which is basically a tiny computer on a chip. 

� Microcontrolers usually come mounted  on � Microcontrolers usually come mounted  on 
microcontroller boards (called modules).

45

Controlers (2)
� Typical parts of a microcontroller are:

� CPU
� EEPROM memory for storing control programs
� RAM memory for storing temporary data
A clock for controlling the speed of CPU� A clock for controlling the speed of CPU

� Input / Output pins for getting data into and out of the 
chip.

46

Manipulators

� Some laboring robots are equipped with all 
manner of manipulators with grippers and tools. 

� Grippers are useful for grapping things, and tools � Grippers are useful for grapping things, and tools 
can be drills, cutters, wrenches, welders, …).

47

Manipulators (2)
� In mobile robots, manipulators aren’t very 
common.  

� The main problem is to integrate the arms, 
grippers and tools into a mobile robot design: thegrippers and tools into a mobile robot design: the
power needs would be big (more batteries and 
more weight), numerous servo motors, more 
complex computer programming due to a changing 
environment, and so on.

48



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEX 2: ACTIVITATS DE LA 
UNITAT DIDÀCTICA 

 



 

 

 

SESSION 1. HISTORICAL FACTS ABOUT ROBOTICS. ACTIVITIES 
 

Read the following historical facts about robotics and robots:  

~3500 BC. Greek myths incorporate the idea of intelligent mechanisms. 

~1400 BC. Babylonians develop a water clock. It’s considered one of the first 
"robotic" devices in the history. 

1495. Leonardo DaVinci designed a mechanical device that looked like an armored 
knight, which moved in human-like motions. 

~1500. Clockmakers started creating mechanical animals.  

1564. A mechanical hand was invented. 

18th century.  

Japan sees the debut of mechanical puppets.  

In Europe, mechanical dolls, called “auto-mata” appeared in Europe. 

1727. The now famous word "android" is coined by the German philosopher and 
alchemist Albertus Magnus who attempts to create an artificial being. 

1760. An android able to hold a pen and write 107 words was invented. 

1898 Nikola Tesla built a remote controlled robot boat in New York 

1940. Isaac Asimov produces a series of short stories about robots. 

1940. A robot dog named Sparko is invented. It uses both mechanical and electrical  

components. 

1956. Researchers combine computers, cameras and touch sensors in order to 
achieve perceptual and problem solving capabilities. A new discipline is born: 
Artificial Intelligence (A.I.). Nowadays, A.I. is very used in some types of robots. 

1962. The first industrial arm robot - the Unimate - is introduced. It is designed 
to complete repetitive or dangerous tasks on a General Motors production line.   

1968. Kubrick directs the movie “2001, A Space Odyssey”. The onboard computer, 
HAL, is the principal character. 

1977. Star Wars is released. R2-D2 and C-3PO are the android and robot who 
appeared in the movie. 

2002. Honda’s Asimo was the first robot that could walk independently with easy 
movements and could climb stairs. 

2003. Spirit and Opportunity rovers were sent to Mars to explore. 

  



 

 

Answer the next questions: 

 

1. Who incorporated the idea of intelligent mechanisms? In what year? 
2. What invented Leonardo DaVinci? 
3. When were mechanical puppets invented? 
4. When was the word “android” first used? By who? 
5. Who is the famous writer who wrote stories about robots? 
6. When did Artificial Intelligence appear? 
7. What is the principal character of the movie “2001, A Space Odyssey?  
8. What is the name of the first robot which could walk with easy movements? 
9. What are Spirit and Opportunity? 
10. What combines Artificial Intelligence? 

 
11. Sort the following events into chronological order.  

a. A dog robot is invented. 
b. A mechanical hand was invented. 
c. Isaac Asimov writes about robots. 
d. Tesla built a remote controlled robot. 
e. Someone built an armored knight. 
f. Mechanical animals started to be built. 
g. The word “android” was first used. 
h. C-3PO is a character of a movie. 
i. Mechanical animals were built. 

 
  



 

 

SESSION 2: INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS. ACTIVITIES 
 

Do the following exercises and questions: 

1. Fill out the following table: 

Operation  Definition Example 

Welding   

   

   

   

   

   

 

2. What are the three types of industrial robots? What are their main features? How 
many number of axes have each one? 

3. Which type of robot is used to produce printed circuit boards? Do you find efficient 
to make printed circuit boards with articulated robots? Why? 

4. What are the two types of movements that can perform a robotic arm? Put an example 
of: 

a. A situation that a rotational motion is needed to perform an action 
b. A situation that a translational displacement is needed to perform an action 
c. A situation that both movements are needed to perform an operation 

5. Put an example of a robot carrying out a repetitive action 
6. Put an example of a robot carrying out an action using Artificial Intelligence. 
7. What is the working envelope of a robot? 
8. Do you think a robot with a large carrying capacity can do actions with speed and 

acceleration? How about accuracy? 

  



 

 

SESSION 5. ROBOT ANATOMY. ACTIVITIES 
 

1. Fill out the following table. The pictures can be just a simple sketch. 

Robot Human body Description (summary) 
Frame 

 

Human skeleton  

 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

Communication   

 

  



 

 

2. What type of actuators there are? 
3. What’s the main problem of DC motors? 
4. Why are gearboxs used in servo motors? 
5. What’s the difference between hydraulic cylinders and pneumatic cylinders? 
6. What’s the major disadvantage of tank tracks? 
7. Explain what the three power systems are. Explain the different among them. 
8. You want to build a robot which is able to avoid obstacles while it moves. 

Explain, for each sensor explained in class, what the advantages and 
disadvantages on using each one are. 

9. What do you think is the utility of gears on a robot? 
10. What are the differences parts of a microcontroller? 
11. We have a DC motor with 2V applied. It spins 350 times / second. If we apply 

4V, how many times per second will the motor spin? 
12. What’s the main reason manipulators can’t integrate easily on mobile robots? 
13. Draw a sketch of a robot. Use frames, actuators, sensors. Indicate what 

elements you use in the picture. 

  



 

 

SESSION 8. STUDYING ROOMBLA ROBOT. ACTIVITIES 
 

Links for information 

http://store.irobot.com/category/index.jsp?categoryId=3334619&cp=2804605 

http://resources.irobot.com/index.php/faqs/US/11305111/ 

 

Video:  

http://resources.irobot.com/index.php/video/US/11305111 

  

Exercices: 

1. What type of robot is Roombla? 
2. What is the purpose of the robot? 
3. What type of locomotion does the robot have? 
4. How is the power supply? What type? 
5. What type of sensors do you think the robot have? 
6. Do you think there is a microcontroller or microcontrolers inside the 

robot? Why? 
From the video: 

7. What is the 3-stage cleaning system? Explain it. 
8. Is there a system for cleaning along walls? 
9. How many behaviors does the robot have? And sensors? 
10. What  is the purpose of the Hepa filters? 
11. The sensors are optical and ...? 
12. Does Roomba clean all the rooms at the same time, or one room before 

moving into the next? 
13. How does the Robot avoid stairs? 
14. Can Roombla be scheduled? 
15. How does the robot get to be charged? 
16. How do users know when the bin is full? 

  



 

 

SESSION 9. STUDYING ASIMO ROBOT. ACTIVITIES 
 

Go to http://asimo.honda.com/inside-asimo/ 

Questions: 

1. What type of robot is it? 
2. What is the purpose of the robot? 
3. What type of locomotion does the robot have? 
4. What is the composition of the robot? 
5. What types of materials were used to build the robot? 
6. How does the robot show the battery is low? 
7. What type of power source does the robot have?  
8. What type of manipulators does the robot have? What functions can they 

perfom? 
9. What are the sensors of the robot? Where are they? 
10. What parts of the body and sensors does the robot use in order to 

carrying a tray? 
11. Explain what kind of movements can the robot perform 
12. Explain the three sensors that allow the robot to avoid obstacles. 
13. How can the robot notice the sounds?  

 

Go to: http://asimo.honda.com/asimo-specs/ 

Questions: 

1. What are the dimensions of the robot? 
2. How much force can the robot do? Do you think it’s a lot? 
3. Write the actuators showed in the specification 
4. Write the sensors showed in the specification 
5. What type of battery does the robot have? 
6. How much time can the robot operate? 
7. Make a table comparing the degrees of freedom between the robot and a 

human being 
  

  



 

 

SESSION 10: 3 LAWS OF ROBOTICS (ASIMOV). ACTIVITIES 
 

The Three Laws of Robotics, are a set of three rules written by science 
fiction author Isaac Asimov. The rules are introduced in his 1942 short story 
"Runaround"  

 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Search on Internet who is Isaac Asimov. Write a brief summary (2 or 3 
lines) 

2. Search on Internet the three laws of robotics and write them out. 
3. Do you find them useful for robots? 
4. Do you think there would be conflicts in some situations?  
5. Do you think some of the rules can be erased and get the same behavior 

from the robots? 
6. What would you change if you wanted to have military robots?  
7. Would you have to change anything if you wanted to order a robot with the 

three laws installed to attack and destroy another robot? 
 

  



 

 

SESSION 11. SOCIAL IMPACT OF ROBOTICS. ACTIVITIES 

 
 

Recent Studies Examine Impact of Robots on Society 

Spanish researchers have carried out a study looking into the potential future impact of 
robots on society. Their conclusions show that the enormous automation capacity of 
robots and their ability to interact with humans will cause a technological imbalance over 
the next 12 years between those who have them and those who do not. 

“Just as we depend upon mobile phones and cars in our daily lives today, the next 15 years will 
see mass hybridisation between humans and robots,” predicts Antonio López Peláez, a 
professor of sociology at Spain’s National Distance Learning University, UNED, and co-author 
of the study on the future social impact of robots. 

International experts who work on inventing and adapting robots were interviewed during the 
study, in order to find out when we will be using the models they are currently designing. All 
agreed on 2020 as a technological inflection point, because by then robots “will be able to see, 
act, speak, manage natural language and have intelligence. This will follow a revolution in 
robotics after which they will become a normal part of life 

What will robots do for us? Robots will be used in a medical context. For example exoskeletons 
to help disabled people move, helping to make them less dependent on others. Even more 
significant will be the insertion of robots into our bodies, such as intelligent implants in the brain, 
which will improve our rational thought, and nanorobots to be released into the blood to clean 
our arteries. Another important role will be the replacement of people working in the areas of 
security. 

According to Professor López Peláez, it is predicted that 40% of armies will be automated with 
robot soldiers by 2020 “just as a car factory is today, which will result in less human deaths 
during violent conflicts”. Robots will be intelligent machines to be incorporated into both 
domestic and industrial life. Replacing human labour with robots will prevent workers from being 
exposed to dangerous, stressful or unhealthy environments. 

The most amazing feature of this technological revolution are social robots, machines with 
artificial intelligence, and with which we will have emotional and even intimate interactions. “A 
robot might be a more effective partner and a better person than the humans we actually have 
in our immediate lives: just as you can see dog owners talking to their pets today, soon we will 
be talking to robots”. 

The study also looks at the possible repercussions of incorporating robots into society. A 
possible result will be in a cultural distinction between companies and people who can afford to 
buy robots– and those who cannot. This will cause to make bigger the difference  between the 
first and third worlds, providing also greater possibilities for success in logistics and war.  



 

 

On the other hand, López Peláez says that “just as many Japanese people today believe that 
their robots are alive, we will attribute human characteristics to robots, and we may even define 
robots’ rights”.  

Another major concern is that if robots are to carry out so many labour tasks and replace human 
labour, unemployment may rise just as it did in the 19th century with the invention of textile 
machines. 

The robotics experts interviewed for this study say that factories with high robot use will make 
workers to work in other possibly more poorly paid, areas. However, they also say that the 
situation will balance out with the development of new services involved in the design and 
maintenance of the robots. 

 

 

ACTIVITIES 

1. Underline the parts you think are important. 
2. For each paragraph, summarize the main idea in one sentence. 
3. Do you think the predictions made in this article are believable? 
4. Make a list of pros and cons of using robots in our life 

  



 

 

EXAM 
 

1. Sort out the following events: 
a. Isaac Asimov writes about robots. 
b. Tesla built a remote controlled robot. 
c. Someone built an armored knight. 
d. The word “android” was first used. 
e. C-3PO is a character of a movie. 

 
2. Classify the following pictures by type (mobile, telerobots, service, androids, 

industrial and swarm robots). For each type write a short description. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
3. Write five tasks which can be performed by an industrial robot. Put an example for 

each of one. 
 

4. What are the three types of industrial robots? What are their main features? 
How many number of axes have each one? 
 

5. Complete the following table: 
 
Robot Human body 
 human skeleton 
actuators  
 legs and feet 
power system  
 sensors 
controllers  
communication  

 

6. Write three examples of actuators. Explain the function of each one. 
 

7. What are the two types of locomotion seen in class? What are the main advantage 
and disadvantage of each one? 
 

8. Write three advantages and three disadvantages of having robots in our society   
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEX 3: LÈXIC 



LLISTAT DE LÈXIC DE ROBÒTICA. 

A continuació es mostren el llistat de paraules clau / expressions a treballar activament a 
classe. Les files més fosques indiquen les paraules que es treballaran més activament. Aquest 
glosari estarà en posessió dels alumnes. 

Anglès Català Castellà 
Actuator Actuador Actuador 
Android Androide Androide 
Artificial intelligence Intel·ligència artificial Inteligencia artificial 
Automatically controlled Controlat automàticament Controlado automáticamente 
Axis Eix Eje 
Battery Bateria Batería 
Carrying capacity Capacitat de càrrega Capacidad de carga 
Circuit board Placa base Placa base 
Collaborative behavior Comportament col·laboratiu Comportamiento colectivo 
Degree of freedom Grau de llibertat Grado de libertad 
Direct current Corrent contínua Corriente continua 
Domestic robot Robot domèstic Robot doméstico 
Drive train Sistema motriu Sistema motriz 
Electromechanical 
machine Màquina electromecànica Máquina electromecánica 

Electronics Electrònica Electrónica 
Frame Xassís Chasis 
Gear Engranatge Engranaje 
Gripper Pinça Pinza 
Human operator Operador humà Operador humano 
Hydraulic cylinder Cilindre hidràulic Cilindro hidráulico 
Industrial robot Robot industrial Robot industrial 
Manipulator Manipulador Manipulador 
Microcontroller Microcontrolador Microcontrolador 
Mobile robot Robot mòbil Robot móvil 
Motor Motor Motor 
Multipurpose Multipropòsit Multipropósito 
Photovoltaic cells Celles fotovoltaiques Celdas fotovoltaicas 
Pneumatic cylinder Cilindre pneumàtic Cilindro neumático 
Pressure system Sistema de pressió Sistema de presión 
Repeatability Repetitibilitat Repetitibilidad 
Robot Robot Robot 
Robotic arm Braç robòtic Brazo robótico 
Robotics Robòtica Robótica 
Rotary joint Articulació rotatòria Articulación rotatoria 
Rover Robot explorador Robot explorador 
Sensor Sensor Sensor 
Service robot Robot de servei Robot de servicio 
Servo motor Servo motor Servo motor 
Stepper motor Motor a passos Motor a pasos 
Swarm robots Robots en eixam Robots en enjambre 
Tank track Eruga Oruga 
Telerobot Telerobot Telerobot 
Wheel Roda Rueda 
Working envelope Espai de treball Espacio de trabajo 
 



LLISTAT DE VERBS D’ACCIÓ 

A continuació es mostra un llistat dels verbs d’acció. Les files més fosques indiquen les 
paraules que es treballaran més activament. 

Anglès Català Castellà 
to assemble assemblar ensamblar 
to control controlar controlar 

to deliver entregar (potència, electricitat, 
...) 

entregar (potencia, electricidad, 
…) 

to grip agafar agarrar 
to lift aixecar levantar 
to manipulate manipular manipular 
to pack empaquetar empaquetar 
to pick and place agafar i posar a lloc coger i poner en sitio 
to sense sentir sentir 
to weld soldar soldar 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEX 4: ACTIVITATS 
PRÈVIES DE LA PART 

LINGÜÍSTICA 



 
ACTIVITY 1:  LET’S GET THE MEANING 
 

Look up the meaning of the following words and fill out the table: 

Word / expression Significat Significado 

Actuator   

Android   

Battery   

Frame   

Gear   

Industrial robot   

Manipulator   

Microcontroller   

Mobile robot   

Motor   

Robot   

Robotic arm   

Service robot   

Servo motor   

Telerobot   

 

 



 

Look of the meaning of the following words and fill out the table: 

 

Verb Significat Significado 

To assemble   

To control   

To manipulate   

To weld   

 

 

Verb -ING PARTICIPLE 

To assemble assembling assembled 

To control   

To manipulate   

To weld   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACTIVITY 2: CROSSWORDS! 
 
Complete the crosswords that is in the next page. You have to use the words:  
 

Actuator  
Android 
Battery  
Frame  
Gear 
Industrial robot  
Manipulator 
Microcontroller 

Mobile robot 
Motor 
Robot 
Robotic arm 
Service robot 
Servomotor 
Telerobot 

 
 
 
ACROSS 
3  A type of power system. 
7  In a human body, it would be the skeleton. 

10  It's operated from distance by a human operator. 
12  Type of robot which is found in factories. 
13  The most used word in this unit! 
14  It can be used to convert high-speed movement to low-speed movement or 

simply transmit movement. 
15  Type of actuator with a DC motor and gears. 
  
DOWN 
1  "Brain" of the robot. 
2  Type of robot used for professional and personal use. Example: a dog robot 
4  A robot which looks like a human. 
5  Type of actuator that provides power to another actuators. 
6  It can move. 
8  Type of manipulator. It has similar functions to a human arm. 
9  Part of the robot that can perform actions. 

11  Part of the robot that helps to put into action other parts. 



 



 
Complete the crosswords that is in the next page. You have to use the words:  
 

assemble 
control 

manipulate 
weld 

 
 
Watch out! You’ll have to use infinitive, the partiple and the –ing for each word. 
 
 
 
ACROSS 
2  To join different parts together. 
5  This telerobot is … by a human 
6  Something has been changed, it has been ... 
7  To join (metals) by applying heat. 
8  Cars are completely ... automatically in this factory. 
9  One of the best parts of certain industrial robots for ... is a robotic arm. 
 
DOWN 
1  To command. 
2  The robot has been ... all the morning the different parts of the machine. 
3  To change the state of something by performing different actions. 
4  That industrial robot ... two hundred pieces of metal yesterday. 
5  The computer is ... the robot, not the worker. 
7  The metal is hot because the robot is ... right now. 





ACTIVITY 3: WORD SEARCH! 
 
Find the  words:  
 

 
 
 
 



Find the words: 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANNEX 5: MINIHISTÒRIES 



 
MINISTORY 1 

There was a robot.  
Was there a robot, or was there a cat? 
There was a robot. The robot’s name was Charlie. 
What was the robot’s name? 
Charlie, the robot’s name was Charlie.   
Charlie, the robot, was a mobile robot. 
Was Charlie a service robot? 
No! Was Charlie a telerobot? 
No! What type of robot was Charlie? 
Charlie was a mobile robot! A mobile robot can move from one place to another 
place.  
Can a mobile robot move from one place to another place? 
Yes it can! It’s mobile robot! 
Charlie had 4 wheels. 
How many wheels did Charlie have? 
Four. Charlie had four wheels. He could move fast, but he couldn’t climb over 
obstacles. 
Could Charlie climb over obstacles? 
No he couldn’t. Wheels are not good for climbing. 
Could Charlie move fast? 
Yes he could! In fact, Charlie was the fastest robot in the World! 
Who was the fastest robot in the World? 
Charlie. Charlie was the fastest robot in the world! 
In fact, Charlie was so fast because his frame was made of plastic. 
What was his frame made of? 
Plastic. He was made of plastic. He was a light robot! 
Did Charlie have wheels or a tank track? 
Charlie had wheels!  
Can robots with tank track move fast? 
No they can’t, but they can climb over obstacles. 
Can robots with tank track climb obstacles? 
Yes, they can, but they can’t move fast! 
Did Charlie have wheels or a tank track? 
Wheels! 
Wheels, Charlie had wheels of course. 



Each Charlie’s wheel had a servo motor. A servo motor is a type of actuator that 
can transmit movement to a wheel. 
Is a servo motor an actuator? 
Yes, it is! 
How many servo motors did Charlie the robot have? 
Four! One for each wheel. 
So Charlie had four wheels, and for each wheel there was a servo motor. 
Charlie had also a battery. From where did the servomotors get energy? 
From the battery of course! 
The battery delivered electricity to servo motors, and servo motors moved the 
wheels. 
What did the battery deliver? 
Electricity, the battery delivered electricity to the servo motors. 
Ok. That’s the end of the story. This one has been an introduction to Charlie, the 
robot. Next time we will see more  adventures of Charlie! 
 
 

 



MINISTORY 2 

Charlie, the mobile robot , was moving around enjoying a sunny day. 
Was it a sunny day or a cloudy day? 
It was a sunny day! 
Charlie the robot had a light sensor. 
How did Charlie the robot know it was a sunny day? 
Because he had a light sensor! Because he had a light sensor, he could know if it 
was a sunny day or not!  
Charlie also liked to read! He liked to read philosophy books! 
What kind of books did Charlie the robot like to read? 
Philosophy! He liked to read  philosophy books! 
Charlie used a vision system to read books. The vision system was a cam. A cam is 
also a sensor. 
What type of sensor did Charlie have? 
A cam. Charlie had a cam to read books. 
Is a cam a sensor? 
Yes, it is! A cam allowed Charlie to read books. 
What did Charlie use to read books?  
A cam. Charlie used a cam to read books. 
Charlie also had a manipulator. This manipulator was a robotic arm. Charlie used 
the manipulator to turn pages. 
How did Charlie use the manipulator? 
To turn pages. Charlie used the robotic arm to turn pages. He manipulates the 
book by turning pages. 
What is a robotic arm? 
A robotic arm is a manipulator. 
What two things did Charlie the robot use to turn the pages? 
The robotic arm and the cam. The robotic arm to turn pages and the cam to read. 
One of the reasons Charlie liked to read philosophy books is because he was very 
intelligent. He had a very powerful microcontroller with an awesome artificial 
intelligence program. 
Why was Charlie so intelligent? 
Because he had a powerful microcontroller.  
What type of program was installed inside the microcontroller? 
An artificial intelligence program. What a well designed robot! 
After some time of moving, there was a problem! Charlie had a problem. 
His battery was low!  
What was his problem? 
His problem was his battery was low. 



How was his battery?  
Low. His battery was low. 
The battery fed the servo motors, the cam, the robotic arm and other 
components with direct corrent. The battery was very important. 
Poor Charlie, his battery was low, therefore he felt tired. 
He went into a factory. Charlie saw an industrial robot. It was a huge 
electromechanical machine. His name was Terminus. 
What type of robot did Charlie see? 
He saw an industrial robot. 
Was it an android or an industrial robot? 
An android. Androids try to imitate human, and it didn’t seem a human at all. 
Terminus the robot was assembling parts of a car and welding as well. 
What was Terminus doing? 
He was assembling and welding. He seemed very busy. 
Charlie looked at the industrial robot for a while. He saw hydraulic and pneumatic 
cylinders which are a type of actuators. His power systems were pressure 
systems, which worked with liquid and compressed air. 
What type of actuators did Charlie saw? 
He saw pneumatic and hydraulic cylinders.  
The actuators moved  rotary joints and gears. 
What did the actuators move?  
They moved rotary joints and gears. It was an impressive robot. 
Then, Terminus looked at Charlie and said “What do you want?” 
What did Terminus the industrial robot say to Charlie? 
He said “what do you want?”. 
Charlie was a bit scared. He said “My battery is low, I need help” 
What did Charlie need? 
He needed help. His battery was low. 
Terminus said: “Oh I see. Don’t worry, I can install you some solar cells. In this 
way you’ll get electricity from sun. 
What could Terminus install to Charlie? 
Solar cells. He could install solar cells to Charlie. 
What for? 
Solar cells can get electricity from sun. 
Charlie said: “That’s fantastic. I like the sun a lot” 
Did Charlie like the sun? 
Yes of course. He liked sunny days! 
Terminus installed the solar cells to Charlie using his actuators. From then, Charlie 
became happy and his battery was always full. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEX 6: TRANSPARÈNCIES 
D’INTRODUCCIÓ 



1

Introduction

� “I’ve just sat and 
there is someone 
speaking in English. 
there is someone 
speaking in English. 
I think I took  the 
wrong class!”.

2

Why English?
� English in our life, in 
our job, in technology.

� In work: teams with � In work: teams with 
members from 
different countries.

� Globalisation! 
Travelling, culture, 
business, …

3

The goal of the class
� To learn technology, not 
English.

� English is a tool, not the � English is a tool, not the 
goal itself. A tool for 
communication

� Let’s move from the “how 
to say” to “what to say”

4



The goal of the class (2)

� You won’t be evaluated 
for your English. 

� You don’t have to speak 
in English, but it’s a 
recommendation.

5

The goal of the class (3)
� Take it as an opportunity, not as a problem.

6


